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This Workbook will help jump start your life changing
journey into the 4 Pillars of my Blueprint to

holistically heal trauma.
You will learn the importance of mindful mindset,

self-love, trauma empowerment and manifesting to
design the life of your DREAMS.   You want to be in
the best receiving mode for what you will learn.   Be
sure to check in with the Thrive After Trauma Tribe
on FB to stay fully informed and stay accountable

after you've started this journey!

Prep a hot beverage of your choice to enjoy during the
video.
Grab a pen and your workbook to take notes.
Meditation of choice for 10 minutes to prep your mental
space.

PRE-WORKBOOK CHECKLIST

 

 

Hello BeYoutiful Soul! 
Welcome to the 

Discover Your 

Illuminate Blueprint
Workbook

Follow Me On:



 
Introduction to the Illuminate Blueprint & Intention Setting
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The 4 Pillars of the Illuminate Blueprint are:
 
Mindful __________________Master
Self-________________Vixen
__________________Thriver
__________________Maven
 
Keeping an open mind while maintaining focus..
What are your intentions for your Trauma Healing Journey? Think about each
of the Pillars above for inspiration.  What steps do you need to take to make
this a reality? Action is THE most important key to manifesting your dreams.
 
Write at least 1 intention/desire for each pillar below with ACTION steps to
make this happen:

#1 Mindful Mindset
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#2 Self-Love

#3 Trauma Empowerment
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#4 Manifesting

NOTES



Pillar 1
Mindset Mastery
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Thoughts

FeelingsBehavior

Cognitive Triangle



Pillar 1
Mindset Mastery
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The POWER of Mindfulness in Mindset:
 
Mindfulness is defined as being in the present moment, without judgement.
Thoughts create feelings that create behaviors.  When we change negative
thinking to more realistic/positive, this creates more realistic/positive
feelings and more aligned behavior.
 
Eliminate Negativity
Become aware of your negative thoughts and limiting beliefs and focus on a
more realistic and positive view.  It's a positive thing to be real with what
subconscious thoughts may be blocking you from manifesting your dreams.  Be
sure to include any fears or insecurities that may sabotage your success.
 
Write 3 negative/limiting beliefs you would benefit from working on:
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For each negative belief above...write an alternate positive/realistic belief
below.  This is your Mindfulness Mindset Plan.  
 
 



Pillar 2
Self-Love Revamp
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Approaching Self-Love with a Mind/Body/Soul Approach is holistic in nature
and aids in faster healing.  You can do this in One-Minute Self-Love Rescue
Strategies...doesn't have to take up hours a day!
 

One-Minute Rescue Strategies

Affirmations
Gratitude check

Visualization
Breathing technique - Square breathing

Face Yoga-SMILE



Pillar 2

Self-Love Revamp
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Self-Love is defined as regard for one's own well-being and happiness.  Self-
Compassion is defined as self-kindness, recognition of one’s place in shared
humanity and mindfulness..
 
My favorite One-Minute Rescue Strategy____________________.
 
Use the following Mind/Body/Soul Approach suggestions to craft your Self-
Love Plan below:
Mind-Based Strategies-Meditation, Affirmations, Journaling
Body-Based Strategies-Daily exercise, Eating healthy, Yoga
Soul-Based Strategies-Church service, Nature walk, Reflect on love
 
List Daily Self-Love Plan steps below using the Mind/Body/Soul Approach
(define using S.M.A.R.T. goals- Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant
and Time-Bound:

Mind
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Body

Soul



Pillar 3

Become a Trauma Thriver
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Trauma is defined as resulting from an event, series of events, or set of
circumstances that is experienced by an individual as physically or
emotionally harmful or life threatening and that has lasting adverse effects
on the individual’s functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or
spiritual well-being.  A trauma trigger is an external stimulus such as a
smell, sound, or sight or internal thought/feeling that triggers trauma or
flashbacks.
 
It is important to notice what trauma you have endured to be able to discover
triggers and learn how to heal these.  When your trauma symptoms
happen...What types of situations are you in? What is happening externally or
internally? What kind of emotions are you feeling? What thoughts are you
experiencing? What does your body feel like and where?
 
 
 
 

 
My detailed trauma triggers are:
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My plan to stop trauma triggers in their tracks (be as descriptive as
possible):
 
 

Depending on the type of trigger, consider the following coping skills:
 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation-tense each muscle for 10 seconds and release
Breathing Techniques-square breathing, 7/11 breathing
Self-Soothing-Bath, Lighting a Candle, Essential Oil
Grounding-5-Senses Mindfulness Technique
Journaling
Social Circle Support-Call a trusted family/friend
 
 



Pillar 4

Manifesting Maven
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The Law of Attraction states like attracts like.  Everything in this world emits
a certain vibration and those vibrations seek out and interact with other
things that have similar vibrations.
 
Manifesting means your thoughts and your energy can create your reality.
 
What are my dreams for the future? 
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Visualizing what you really want in life can be one of the most powerful ways
to manifest your dreams. A vision board can be a simple and yet truly powerful
tool in visualization.  Begin with a foundation (online, cork board, etc., use
imagery and writing.  
 
My Life Vision Master Plan Vision Board Ideas:  



 

Notes
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